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It is with great pleasure we present this, our latest catalogue, to dahlia lovers throughout the entire country, and express our deep appreciation for the liberal support accorded us. Many interesting letters were received telling us of the joys and delights of dahlia growing and that many prizes were won from stock secured from us.

We are at all times on the lookout for better dahlias and in the fall of 1927 we will have some of the very finest of the newer introductions, both from this country and Europe.

We welcome you all to our fields where you can see the world's best introductions just as they grow. In 1926 we grew 17 acres of dahlias and our fields were visited by many thousands of people who came miles to see them, and pronounced them the finest dahlias they ever saw and wondered how we grew them so perfect. It's just like this—we love dahlias and are constantly among them from the time they are planted until they are in storage.

Order early to avoid disappointment.

Substituting we do not practice.

Shipping not until planting time unless otherwise ordered.

Terms—Cash with order; no dahlias shipped otherwise.

We guarantee every bulb true to name and will stand by it.

Visit our gardens and bring your friends, as visitors are welcome at all times.
AMERICAN CACTUS

Arthur Twitchet—The color is flesh pink, a large, perfectly formed, incurled flower with a very good stem $1.00

Bonny G—This cactus has one of the scarcest shades, a delightful shade of true pale pink; this is a very tall grower and produces bloom of very large size on the best of stems $1.50

Edith Slocombe, H. C.—Very large flowers of Fushia garnet, velvet shadings; a most striking flower, the twisted and curled petals showing the beautiful combination of color $1.00

Justice Bailey—A good sized white shaded pink, a very free bloomer, on good stems 35c

J. H. Jackson—A very satisfactory cactus, superb as a cut flower variety, perfectly gorgeous, deep, velvety black maroon 35c

Mrs. C. H. Breck—Cream shaded carmine, very showy and free 35c

Margaret Bouchon—Medium sized blooms with straight petals of soft rose with white tips, a very nice flower on the very best of stems 35c

Mrs. E. P. DeNormandie—Rose pink with a suggestion of lilac, stem and free blooming make this a very fine variety 35c

Nagel's Wonder—An European variety that has made good. The color is a flaming scarlet tipped with tan, making a very showy and attractive bloom on the best of stems $3.00

Neiblungenhort—A large flower of old rose; very good, on the best of stems 50c

Pierrot—Very large flowers of splendid form and are borne in wonderful profusion; the ground color being a rich amber slightly tinged with bronze. Part of the flowers are tipped with white, while others are of a solid color; stems are very long and stiff 50c

Sovereignty—Very large flowers of deep yellow $1.00

GIANT HYBRID CACTUS DAHLIAS

This type of Dahlia is becoming one of the most popular of the dahlia family. They have broader and more massive petals. As a cut flower they are excellent, having as they most all do, long, stiff stems.

Ambassador—The floral sensation of the country; the color is a soft yellow buff, shaded salmon pink, flowers of pleasing form and enormous size, 7 to 10 inches without disbudding. The flowers are held on the very best of stems $2.00
Bertha Horne—Deep orange yellow tinted with apricot. A large free blooming dahlia on exceptionally good stems and keeps well when cut. This variety has all of the good qualities that a real dahlia should have. A real winner..........................$1.00

Cigarette—This dahlia is best described as creamy white, heavily edged orange, but no two flowers are exactly alike, the petals are long and narrow and inclined to roll; the bloom is very large and of good substance and stems of the best $2.00

Country Gentleman—A very pretty dahlia of a red color; a very fine variety and one that is very showy in the garden; very free bloomer on the best of stems..................................................$1.00

El Granada—An immense orange Hybrid Cactus, the color is a vivid orange and the petals twist and interlace, showing the tips a creamy yellow reverse, the stems are long and stiff.............$5.00

Elsie Oliver—The color is a creamy pink shading to cream in the center. The branching bushes are covered with bloom and attracts attention $2.00

Elsie Drexler—A deep velvety maroon bloom of huge size, borne on top of a straight stem: the inner petals roll very closely and form almost a star in the center. Very large blooms............$1.00

George Walters—Always a prize winner. This is a monster hybrid cactus of lovely shading pinkish salmon shading to a yellow base ...............................75c

Gee Whiz—Of very large size and pleasing shape, the color is a soft buff shaded with salmon. One of the largest of this class..........................$1.00

Gladys Sherwood—As compared with other white dahlias this is a giant among pygmies. Blooms 9 inches in diameter without disbudding the flowers are of fine form and held erect on strong, stiff stems......................................................$1.50

Gladys Bates—American cactus, one of the most popular dahlias in contrasting shades, immense heavy blooms of incurved petals of tan, with a reverse of rose, long straight stems and an abundance of very large blooms ..............................................$1.50

J. W. Davies—The deepest shade of cerise at the center, graduating to a lighter tint, this blending of two shades of cerise making a very pretty effect. This is a giant bloom of great depth as well as size, one of the freest bloomers, and the stems are ideal.........................................................$2.00

Jean Chazot—Here we have one that is a pleasure to grow and to recommend. A delightful autumn coloring of golden bronze suffused with nasturtium red. Flower is large and graceful bloom on the very best stems. Good anywhere $1.00

Kalif—An enormous flower sometimes measuring 9 inches in diameter, very beatiful form, borne on the very best of stiff stems ...........................75c
La Favorita—A splendid novelty shading from a dark reddish salmon in the center to a salmon pink at the twisted points. Strong stiff stems. 75¢

Laurene—Deep pink, a shade darker than Dorothy Durnbaugh. The flowers are twice as large as that variety and held erect on the very best of stems $2.00

Lolita Velasco—The most perfect pure whiteactus, immense in size, the petals are extremely long and straight, stem is long and straight. $3.00

Lorna Slocombe—An immense Hybrid Cactus of an unusual shade of orange, beautifully blended with apricot shadings, very distinct and free flowering; an unusual flower $2.50

Mariposa—A perfectly formed Hybrid Cactus, composed of long narrow incurved petals which twist and curl in a charming manner, the color is a beautiful pink shade with a darker center, a faint violet suffusion adds to the effect; very large and a very fine variety and one that appeals to you on the very best of stems $1.50

Mrs. W. E. Estes—This incomparable white dahlia is the largest and best snow white grown. There is no other white dahlia so useful for all purposes; does well, the stems are long making an ideal cut flower $1.00

Papillon—Another beautiful dahlia of a delightful shade of old rose with golden lights. A wonderful blending of color that is extremely beautiful. The stems are long and carry the huge blossom well above the foliage $2.00

Mrs. Ethel F. T. Smith—Creamy white shading to a lemon center. This is the largest we have grown, producing blooms up to 11 inches in diameter, without disbudding. This is a very free bloomer and the stems are of the very best. A lighthouse in the garden $1.00

Paradise—A bold massive flower of the George Walters type. The coloring is creamy old rose suffused with gold, so blended as to make a brown effect; the stems are very long $2.50

Prima Donna—The color is different than most dahlias. It is an ivory, shaded cream; the flowers are good size and are produced very freely on the very best of stems 50¢

Pink Beauty—Pale lavendar pink, with lighter shadings. A strong vigorous grower and is always laden with very fine large blooms. A real gem $75¢

Rising Beauty—The color is a deep scarlet red tipped and striped red, similar to Geisha in coloring but the red is deeper, making the contrast greater. It is an early bloomer and very free; the stems are long and very stiff. A real winner $1.00
Rheinisher Frohsinn—The color is a deep rose intermingled with white in such a manner as to give the whole a general tone of bright rose pink. This is a very satisfactory variety and is a general favorite. The stems are long and wiry 50c

Rosa Bonheur—A graceful combination of dainty form and clear coloring. Ivory white center shading to a beautiful shell pink; free bloomer on the best of stems $2.50

Siskiyou—Pink tinged mauve. This produced the largest flowers, 12½ inches in diameter. It has created a sensation wherever shown and attracted more attention than any other flower. The stems are long and hold the monster up like a king $2.50

Snowdrift—A very large, finely formed white cactus with good stems and wonderful keeping qualities $1.00

Sunny South—This we regard as the finest pure yellow dahlia we have ever seen in any class. The color is a bright, clear yellow without any shading. The flowers are immense in size, most pleasing in form, very full and deep in the center, stems ideal and one of the very best bloomers, always full of bloom. A real dahlia $3.50

Spa—This Hybrid Cactus is a prolific and continuous producer of very large blooms, the bushes are dwarf. The flowers are of the deepest shade of lilac or mauve; a very good stem $2.00

Talisman—This big, full hybrid cactus has a brownish red color with a reverse of tan. The petals are long and many incurve slightly and open at the tips, showing plainly the tan at the back. The center is also tan, so the effect is very striking. Stems very good $2.00

The Eagle—Color is a sulphur yellow, large flowers with long, stiff stems $1.00

Tom Lundy—Bold rich crimson flower of immense size, a very showy bloom, good stems 50c

W. W. Wilmore—Without a doubt one of the finest dahlias of recent introduction. No description could possibly be given on paper than would fully visualize the grand new dahlia. While it has the finest artistic coloring, yet the blending is so unique as to baffle description. A light flame shaded to amber at the base of the petals, yet each petal curves at the tip, showing a glint of opal shading. Flowers large and produced on best of stems $3.00

Washington City—Gigantic, pure white star-like flowers of immense size, stems long, stiff $1.00

U. S. A.—Brilliant orange, the best of its class and color. The flowers are very large and produce very freely on the very best of stems $2.00
DECORATIVE VARIETIES

We have observed during the last few seasons a growing tendency on the part of the public who frequent flower shows to favor the exhibition of huge decorative varieties. This impressed us so much that we have decided to grow all the introductions and to select therefrom those which pleased us in regard to the habit of growth, particularly the way in which the flowers were produced upon the plants, floriferousness and general effectiveness in the garden. In size they cannot be equalled and for decorative purposes they are unexcelled.

Mr. Alex Waldie—One of the most beautiful of the large decorative, flowers very large, held above the foliage on a fine stem; the coloring is unsurpassed, a creamy ground overlaid with salmon pink. This is a prize winner ........................................... $1.00

Amun Ra—An immense decorative of an entirely new formation and resembles a glorious sun setting. The outer petals of the mammoth blooms are of a gorgeous shade of copper, gold and amber, and the centers, full and perfect, deepen in tone to a rich reddish bronze. The blossoms are held erect well above the plant ........................................... $1.00

Adler—Here we have a very large, pure white bloom from Europe. A very free grower and bloomer; the stems are very long and stiff and hold the blossoms high above the foliage. A real dahlia .............................................................. $5.00

Aibonita—This is one of the largest. An immense flower of a lavendar or violet pink, shading to white, with a rich golden yellow at the base of the petals, the formation is unusual owing to the great depth and fullness of the flower. The long graceful stems hold the huge blossoms high above the foliage, producing a very fine effect ........................................... $1.00

Alaska—A pure white with good size and very free bloom; stems are very good ........................................... 50c

Aibilone—A pleasing shade of soft shell pink. Always in bloom ......................................................... 50c

Azalea—The color of this beautiful dahlia is a combination of creamy yellow and pink, so blended as to make it one of the most attractive flowers in the garden. A very free bloomer, the stems are good and the flower very large ........................................... 75c

Anna Meier—A huge decorative of the most peculiar coloring. One of those shades difficult to describe. A pinkish red-like old velvet, varying to sofe yellowish red towards the center; stems long and stiff; very free bloomer ........................................... $1.50

Amityville—A large light silvery pink, very pretty and a fine, free bloomer.
Bashful Giant—An immense flower. The gigantic blooms are excellent for exhibition where size is one of the requisites; its color is fascinating, being an apricot with golden shadings. Flowers are produced on very stout stems $1.50

Bonnie Brae—Cream shaded blush pink. The flowers are true decorative and immense in size; stems are very good $1.00

Benerez—This fine big flower is a delightful combination of autumn tints, pale gold heavily suffused red. An early bloomer with perfect stems. Very satisfactory $1.50

Blue Bird—Deepest tones of lilac with a bluish sheen, the nearest to a blue dahlia yet out $2.00

Breezelawn—Fiery scarlet, very good size and very showy in the garden 50c

Cour On De Or—Old gold with an old rose reverse. This is a new French introduction that has proven to be one of the finest dahlias from Europe and will be one of the most popular when it becomes generally known. The flowers are very large and very deep, perfectly double and carried straight on very long stems three feet long. This will make a great showing on the exhibition table, in the garden or for large decorations $5.00

California Superba—One of the largest pink dahlias. An immense bloom of a delicate shade of pink, without any blue, shading gradually into a white center; the stem is very good and holds the bloom high above the foliage $2.00

Champagne—This immense novelty is one of the largest. The color is rare warm autumn shades varying from burnished copper to a dull golden champagne and chamois. The stem is very long and heavy and holds the massive flower upright high above the bushes $2.00

Comstock—This is a new type. The petals are slightly fluted, forming a beautiful flower of great substance. The long straight stem and immense yellow bloom wins many admirers. Very free bloomer $1.00

Chou—A very large pink like the old fashioned rose but heavily shaded with white until the cool days. Very large and deep. Stems are very stiff and hold the immense blossoms up firmly. This will appeal to those who want giant flowers $2.00

Carolyn Wintgen—An enormous decorative, each bloom averaging 8 to 10 inches across. Salmon pink shading to rose. Held erect on long stems 75c

Dr. Tevis—A beautiful shade of soft salmon rose, suffused with old gold shadings to a golden apricot center. The immense bloom is held on long stiff stems 75c
Dardanella—This is one of the best dahlias in culture, is a consistent prize winner and a great attraction in our garden. This is an attractive combination of scarlet, red and golden yellow. The base and larger portions of the petals are red and the tips are golden yellow. A very free bloomer and the stems are very stiff $1.00

Edith Ward—A very large bloom of bordeaux, nearly black; a very fine variety and should be in every garden where fine dahlias are wanted $2.00

Elite Glory—This is a sensation to the dahlia world. The flowers are of immense size and breadth of petals, is a brilliant glowing red. It makes no extra growth but just produces extra blossoms $15.00

Eliza Clark Bull—This is one of the largest and deepest flowers in the class. The form is perfect and the petals are just enough irregular to prevent it from being stiff. It has a very good stem and is a pure white of great merit, in fact it is the best white we have grown. Very large and produces freely $5.00

El Cameo Real—Enormous in size, very often 10 inches across, with a depth of 3 inches in the center. A gorgeous Spanish crimson in color. The stems are very strong $1.00

Evelyn Adamson—The color of this lovely dahlia is so unusual that we confess we do not know how to describe it unless we call it fawn pink, becoming brighter in color and more beautiful as the flower matures; large, well formed flowers $1.50

Empress Eugenie—The impression of the bloom is lavender, but the color chart gives it as a roseline purple shading to a mallow purple. It blooms early and keeps it up. It is a very large bloom and one that should be in every garden 75c

Fra Janipero—A fine blossom of begonia rose very free bloomer, good stems 75c

Florence Finger—Giant deep bloom of dark rose classed as the best dark pink dahlia for reason of its strong straight stems, large size, good keeping qualities and wonderful color. Very impressing $1.00

Faith Slocombe—Fine large flower, of a most exquisite shade of old gold overlaid with bronze and delicately tinted red and gold. Very free bloomer $2.00

Flame of Fire—A flaming orange red, the flowers are large and last when cut 75c

Grace Ellen Fay—Rich rosy crimson, shading darker in the center, large well formed flowers on good stems $1.00
BETSCHER DAHLIA GARDENS

Hort. Fiet—Beautiful salmon color with a yellow center. This is one of the largest grown and very popular $1.00

Hope Moddel—Dark buff with yellow base. Exceptionally good for cutting and for autumn decoration 75c

Howard Wright—A beautiful, reliable light pink dahlia 75c

Jersey Beauty—A very fine true pink, flowers of true pink, of perfect shape, produced on long, straight, stiff stems, very free bloomer and splendid keeper, one of the very best dahlias yet introduced. A prize winner wherever shown $2.50

Jersey Jewell—Mallow pink, very large, long petalled flowers, on good stems. A splendid exhibition variety, flowers can be had nine inches without disbudding, prize winner $5.00

Jersey Beacon—The color is a Chinese scarlet, with a paler reverse giving it a two toned effect. The flowers are very large and gobular in form, good bloomer and has the very best of stems, a real dahlia $5.00

Jersey Empress—Anthracene violet in color; the flowers are very large, and have a pleasing formation, having narrow and wavy petals. The flowers have great depth and good substance, one of the very prominent ones in our field $10.00

John Mensing—Deep cherry red, good size and good cutter, best of stems $2.00

Junior—An enormous flower of pure lavender, one of the very largest grown $2.50

Kenilworth—Very large blooms of odd red with bronze suffusion, very free, stems good 75c

King Albert—Very large, royal purple, a fine novelty $1.00

Kitty Dunlap—A beautiful shade of American Beauty rose, long fine stems and wonder keeping qualities, a prize winner when shown $1.50

Louis Markison—A very large rich carmine red, very fine on the best of stems $1.00

Lucy Davis—A very large blossom of rich golden apricot $2.50

Lotus—This with us is a very pleasing variety, the blossom is large and the color is a luminous flame, or a lively orange, intensified with a metallic luster. The stems are long and straight, nearest to a water lily $1.00

Liberty Bond—A blending of bull, bronze and salmon shades very difficult to describe. The flowers are very large and attracted much attention. Stems are long and stiff $1.00
Laddie—Soft yellow shaded orange, the brilliant orange tint in the depth of this flower, gives it a glowing appearance that is fascinating. The large flowers are produced freely on the best of stems, a desirable cut flower $1.00

Marie Houtman—Golden orange shading to amber, an European introduction $1.00

M. H. De Young—Pure old gold with scarcely any variation in color except in the center which is illuminated with a slightly brighter shade always a mass of immense deep blossoms, held on stiff strong stems $5.00

Melrose—A large well formed flower, on wiry stems well above the foliage, color bright lilac pink, an early, free and constant bloomer $2.00

Miss Worn—A very large deep flower of burnished copper suffused with old rose, a very fine variety and one that will please most any one $2.50

Marcella Gill—A pleasing shade of soft pink not so large, but one that will make a very fine showing especially good for cutting 50c

Millie Rodgers—Very large flowers of true Autumn shades, old gold shading to amber, a very pleasing color and one that attracts the attention 75c

Millionaire—Clear violet mauve shading to white in the center. Very large 75c

Mrs. I. Dev Warner—We think this is one of the finest and best dahlias ever introduced. The color is a deep mauve pink, very large and on the best of stems. This one should be in every collection $1.00

Mrs. Jacobs—A very fine introduction from Europe, the color is a chamois with a flush of red in the center, a very free bloomer on the very best of stems $3.00

Worlds Wonder—A very large, deep, full flower, the color is a golden salmon, very long stiff stems. A profuse bloomer $1.50

W. E. Cooper—A truly lovely pink with every good quality to recommend it, as large size, fine stem and free bloomer $2.00

Wm. Slocombe—A fine large flower, well formed of a beautiful shade of canary yellow shading to deep yellow towards the center, an exceptional fine flower. Good stem $1.00

Whopper—Rightly named, such a rank grower that the stock are almost tree like in proportions, color yellow buff shaded orange, a grand exhibition flower 75c

Winfield Slocombe—The most beautiful orange colored dahlia to date, the center a beautiful golden shading to burnt orange, perfect in form, color, stem and foliage $2.50
Yaphank—Giant variegated flower of light yellow, spotted and striped carmine $1.00

Mrs. Jas. A. Babbitt—A deep yellow with the reverse of petals overlaid crimson, flowers are large and attractive, very free bloomer on the best of stems $2.00

Mrs. R. R. Strange—Very large flowers of burnished copper with faint shadings of old gold and old rose, a very fine blossom on the best of stems, very free $1.00

Mrs. Zadow—A very large blossom of old gold shading to a rich salmon pink, a very showy bloom and one that shows up well $1.00

Mrs. Carl Salbach—A decorative of great size, a mauve pink with shadings, very long straight stems, showing up well in the garden, a perfect exhibition and cut flower 75c

Osam Shudow—The big, heavy, loose petalled produce, a flower more like a gigantic rose than a dahlia, the color is a delightful old rose slightly suffused with lilac and shading to yellow at the center, the stem is long, thick and heavy, one blossom a bouquet $2.00

Paul Michael—Immense flowers of bright apricot with bronze shadings, one of the largest of blooms on good stems, the first to bloom in the field $1.00

Prince Imperiel—A large light yellow with a very slight touch of salmon pink, this variety is low growing and very free producer of large blooms on the best stems $1.00

Pink Goddess—A most handsome rosy pink, shading lighter toward the center, the flowers are of large size on the best of stems $2.00

Rose Fallon—Here we have the finest of the dahlia a very large, full bloom of rich old gold, very large bloom on the best of stems, this variety was the climax of 1925 and still the leader in the dahlia fashion. The sensation of the New York show $10.00

Rookwood—An entirely new shade of pink, which is more like the popular Russell rose than any other flower. It is a pure bright cerise rose, large flowers with the best of stems, a very free bloomer of the large size $2.50

Ralph Ball—A wonderful large blossom, a good steady bloomer, the color is deep yellow, with lavender pink suffusion, free bloomer, very good stems $1.00

Rodman Wanamaker—This produces huge blossoms of an entirely distinct color. The buds are pale lemon yellow, but it quickly develops into a golden bronzy pink, with a reflex of spinal pink. The plant is a very free bloomer and the giant blooms are held on stiff upright stems $3.50
Sagamore—This is a splendid variety either for exhibition or as a cut flower. It is a rich amber gold shading to the center with a warm salmon rose. This is of very large size, on the best of stems, a very free bloomer, a real dahlia $3.50

Stunner—A large light yellow of fine form, strong grower of upright habit; fine 75c

Sylvia Dickey—Large free bloomer of phlox pink color. A gem in the garden 75c

Theo Vail—A very large blossom of old gold shading to apricot; good bloomer on the best of stems, a very good variety 75c

T. A. Leonard—This immense bloom of deep cerise, or a bright carmine rose, has a peculiar petal formation which is quite original. An exceptional cut flower because of its stem and freedom of bloom $1.50

The Doctor—A very large blossom of a rich bright red, a very showy and attractive bloom on very good stems $1.00

Typhinne—A lovely large blossom of a bright pink, shading lighter at the tips of petals, at the base of the petals it is a golden yellow, reverse of petals pink $1.00

The Grizzley—One of the best novelties, a great, dark velvety maroon beauty. This is a wonderful prize winning dahlia. Flowers of immense size, stems very good $1.00

Terra Cotta—A large blossom of light terra cotta color, free bloomer 50c

PEONY FLOWERED DAHLIAS

Billionaire—One of the largest in this class, color is a beautiful shade of old gold. Unexcelled for exhibition $1.00

Black Beauty—Dark dahlias are scarce and are always in demand. This is the biggest and blackest peony we have ever seen, the stems are long and stiff and the flowers immense 75c

Blue Bird—A huge flower, held on the very best of stems, the color is the deepest tone of mauve or lilac $1.00

Chanson—Splendid big deep flower of a peculiar lilac coloring which has a strong blue shading. A very strong stem $1.00

City Of Portland—Immense flowers, of a clear, rich deep yellow, good stems $1.00

Dreamlight—Exquisite old rose shading to gold at the center, the flower is very large and well formed on the best of stems $2.00
Elizabeth Boston—The best and largest peony of its coloring, enormous blooms of deep crimson, shading to old gold at the tips, the stems are very long and straight. This is a shining light in the garden. $3.00

Gorgous—This is a wonderful peony, because of its tremendous size, great depth, stiff long stems and freedom of bloom. The color is yellow, shading to bright scarlet, without disbudding this will reach 10 inches in diameter, with very long stems. $2.50

Mrs. Jesse L. Seal—A very large flower of rich old rose with golden shadings on very long stems. $1.00

Mrs. Jno Bray—A most distinctive fancy peony of a white ground, speckled, striped and splashed with maroon, one of the very much noticed in the garden, the flowers are very large and are freely produced on the best of stems. $2.00

Pacific Glow—An extra large pink peony dahlia, the florets are long and twisted. Good for exhibition for the largest flower in the show. 75c

Sunbeam—A very large flower of sulphur yellow color, produced on the best of stems. 75c

Victory—A very large peony, a coral red, a constant bloomer. 75c

MINATURE DECORATIVES

Feroma—Brilliant lilac $1.50
Glut—Glowing crimson 1.00
Juweeltje—Pure pink .75

POMPON DAHLIAS

Anna Von Schwerin—Very small pink $ .50
Chamerosin—Champagne color 1.00
Corry—Purple large .50
Darkest of all—Rich purple small .50
Harry Snood—Very light pink 1.00
Jhr Van Citters—Yellow with orange points .50
Peacemaker—Pure white 1.00
Pure Love—Lilac .35
Stols Von Berlin—Large pink .50
Titan—Small fiery red .50
Snowclad—Pure white .35
Pride—Maroon .25
Eunice—Lavander .25
Pauline—Red and orange .25
Should there be any varieties you desire that are not listed here, just let us know and we will gladly quote price on them. If you want us to make a selection for you just send us the amount you wish to invest and tell us about what you would like and we will do our best to please you and know we can. We also grow thousands of Gladoli, Peonies, Hemerocallis, and all sorts of shrubbery and will be glad at all times to be of service to you.

**SHOW DAHLIAS**

A. D. Livoni—Sea shell pink, very free bloom- 35c

Anna Rehorst—A wonderful hybrid show of the 50c
deepest shade of purple

David Warfield—A big flower of a pinkish red 35c

Maritana—A very pretty flower of a lilac or mauve $1.00

Golden West—Light yellow on the best of stems 50c

Harvest Moon—A rich deep yellow blossom on good, $1.00

long stems

Mme Marie Agnistoki—Large pale oink 75c

Creamo—Creamy yellow, very large and freely 50c

produced

Mrs. C. D. Anderson—A very large rich purplish 50c

crimson

Dreers White—A very close built white, very free, 35c

good stems

Grand Duke Alexis—White edged with lavender, 35c

large

Maud Adams—White edged pink, a grand variety 35c

always in demand